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phpCipher is the most comprehensive php encoder available. It makes it very easy to protect your php scripts from unauthorized download. No more servers to worry about and no more time wasted on
the admin/security aspects of your web site. We believe that we have achieved more than just a php encoder in phpCipher - phpCipher is a full integrated software solution for protecting your

intellectual property and providing a free php encoder. Why phpCipher: Compared to the numerous php scripts that are released online by php developers, very few of them support your needs when it
comes to securing php code. phpCipher is the only php encoder that has both the speed and the security that you need. Our php encryption utility is the most reliable and robust available. Simply encrypt

your code and it will work on any type of web server that you are using. We can guarantee that phpCipher is the only tool that you will ever need to keep your code secure. What can you do with
"phpCipher": You can use phpCipher to: ￭ Protect php scripts from file sharing. With the help of our online distribution licensing system, we provide a full solution for protecting your intellectual

property. ￭ Create trial ware. With the integration of our online licensing system, you can set an expiry date on your license and create free trial ware for your clients. ￭ Protect your name. In addition to
the protection of your intellectual property, phpCipher will help you protect your reputation and avoid legal troubles. Add a simple copyright statement to your php scripts and prevent piracy. ￭ Protect

your visitors. With the help of our online distribution licensing system, you can provide your visitors with a "single click" option to license your products. ￭ Work on a local webserver or live web
server. Your code can be encrypted online with the help of our remote license server and exposed on your website for your clients to use. phpCipher comes with a simple admin panel for remote

licensing. Benefits of "phpCipher": ￭ The only utility to provide the speed and security that you need. ￭ Completely standalone software. You can use it with a live webserver or local webserver. ￭ Save
money. You can start using phpCipher right away and never have to buy licenses, servers or loaders to implement. ￭ Cost effective. You can distribute your products
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"phpCipher Crack Free Download is the ultimate tool for the protection of your valuable php source code. To be usable with our online service, it has to be deployed online for secure usage. Because no
modifications to the php.ini are required, it will easily integrate with your current php.ini settings. phpCipher is fully compliant with the Zend License, which allows the phpCipher source code to be
used for free for all non-commercial use. In addition, it is compatible with standard php 4 and php 5, which should eliminate the need to ever install loaders." ￭ ￭ ￭ ￭ ￭ phCipHer 2.8 phCipHer 2.8 -

The ultimate php encoder. "phpCipher is the ultimate tool for the protection of your valuable php source code. To be usable with our online service, it has to be deployed online for secure usage.
Because no modifications to the php.ini are required, it will easily integrate with your current php.ini settings. phpCipher is fully compliant with the Zend License, which allows the phpCipher source

code to be used for free for all non-commercial use. In addition, it is compatible with standard php 4 and php 5, which should eliminate the need to ever install loaders." phCipHer 2.8 FAQ: 1. How do I
encrypt my source code? phCipHer encrypts your php scripts before they are sent to your web server. You just need to include our simple php encryptor on the top of your php scripts. Example: 2. How
can I install and use phCipHer to encrypt my source code? phCipHer is entirely automated. Just upload it from our download page to your web server and allow it to manage your encryptions. To allow

phpCipHer to integrate your web server's configurations, you only need to upload a few files. 09e8f5149f
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As all other encoders we have released before, phpCipher uses a black box method to encrypt your source code, which means that there is no access to your scripts even if you try to use a "plain text
view" of a script's source code. This is how our black box method works: We use an obfuscator called "Guard" to make your code hard to debug. The only way to read our script's source code is to use
our "viewer". This viewer is not a rewriter. When you use our php encoder you won't have problems with uncaught exceptions, can't use "echo" and other simple functions. We've made it so it can be
used as a simple online visitor. This way it's safe to use and we can use it on limited numbers of servers. To see how it all works, click here: To download the free online phpCipher viewer, click here:
The Online Viewer was the basis for our Facebook application. We've learned a lot about phpCipher from making our online viewer and we expect to make a lot more improvements on the viewer
before launching our next version. For a demo of how safe it is to use our online viewer, we've created a trial version of "My Simple Encrypted Index" where you can hide your script's source code
before creating a free version. You don't need to go through the full installation process to use the online viewer. Simply install the viewer and launch it from your applications menu. Now for a few
moments, you'll be able to see that everything that is happening behind the scenes is safe and secure. Installation Process: On the installation page, you'll be required to provide the following
information: ￭ An email address that will receive the download link. ￭ Your domain name. ￭ An IP address. On the following page you will be prompted to enter the database information to store your
application's encrypted information: ￭ A user name. ￭ A password. ￭ The name and description of your encrypted source code. ￭ You must provide a license key. The application stores encrypted
information on a password protected sql table. A zipped package containing the encrypted source code is downloaded to your www folder. This folder is

What's New In?

====== phpCipher is a PHP encoder which generates a random key to protect your source code, that includes a LICENSE.php which is used to prevent malwares and unauthorized access to your site.
The function of phpCipher is very simple to use. Just execute it by including a single line of code on your web pages. After that, you can easily distribute your products with the online licensing system
with minimal efforts. phpCipher has an extremely easy to use interface, and it is very intuitive and user friendly. Added features include ====== 1. Encryption mode. You can select between X-or and
C. I. Here is a short explanation about the encryption mode in detail. X-or mode is the most straightforward and easy to use method as the decryption key is just the original key itself. This type of
encryption is perfectly suited to a desktop application, where the code is installed and executed locally. Moreover, because the code is not available for others to view, there is a zero risk of code theft.
C.I. mode is a more robust method, because it allows the decryption key to be generated by an online server. This way, in the event of a breach of security, the server is the first to be affected, and the
attacker must first crack the code before becoming able to view your scripts. This type of encryption is ideal for use with web sites where access to the source code is not only inevitable, but it is an
essential part of the workflow. 2. Cloud Based Encryption. Encryption can now be done on the cloud. Using the online license management system, the encrypted files are locked to a domain and to an
IP so they can’t be copied and shared. You can set an expiration date on the license so you can create trial ware. 3. Added License.php to the encryption key file. You can easily determine whether the
license is valid through this file. 4. Generate a new key on every page load. No need to change the encryption key whenever you are selling a new version of your script. 5. Generate an unencrypted key
for development. A development key can be used for testing and debugging. The encrypted key file can be viewed by logging into the server. 6. Better performance. Now there are two functions, one
for encrypting and one for decrypting. The code is optimized for performance. Installation guide: ======= 1. Install the required libraries on the
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System Requirements:

1 GB RAM (or 512 MB RAM if running on Windows XP) Minimum: Windows Vista 64 bit (Windows XP Home Edition, Windows Vista Business Edition and Windows Vista Enterprise Edition)
Windows 7 64 bit (Windows XP Professional, Windows Vista Ultimate, Windows Vista Enterprise and Windows Vista Home Premium) Windows 8 64 bit (Windows XP, Windows Vista Ultimate,
Windows Vista Enterprise and Windows 8 Professional) Windows 8.1 64 bit (Windows XP Professional, Windows Vista Ultimate, Windows Vista Enterprise and Windows 8 Professional) Windows
8.1 32
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